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varshe un yidish: eyrape’s amal greste idishes shtat
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This is not a typical research article, but more of a free-flowing essay on Warsaw’s unique place in Yiddishland, or the lost homeland of Central Europe’s Ashkenazim, that is, Yiddish-speaking Jews. Although it must be borne in mind that many of these Jews identified also (or even solely) as citizens of their states of residence, or in other words as Poles (Polish citizens) in the case of Warsaw. After 1918, the rise of the region’s ethnolinguistically defined nation-states obscured the existence of Yiddishland in the eyes of non-Jews, while the Holocaust sealed its demise. Later, antisemitic policies rife across the Soviet bloc erased a tentative remembrance of Yiddishland that still lingered. Likewise, this ethnolinguistically underpinned division of Central Europe into stiffly homogenous “compartments” of national polities made the once multicultural Warsaw into a lesser city. The Central European metropolis of Yiddishland was destroyed and forgotten, casting Warsaw in the one-dimensional – and thus, rather provincial – role of the capital only of the Polish nation-state.

The past is a mixed bag. Warsaw now is the capital of Poland. It is a fact. Yet, it was also the third largest city of the Russian Empire. This is also a fact, though less well known among the population at large in today’s Polish nation-state, which emerged only in 1918. What also needs to be emphasized is that this national state is not a continuation of Poland-Lithuania. But who nowadays remembers that Warsaw used to be the cultural and political capital of Yiddishland, which extended from the Baltic in the north to the Black Sea littoral in the south, and from Berlin in the west to Moscow in the east? The past is quicksands that reveal as much as they conceal. It depends on today’s observers, Poland’s decision makers and

---

elite, alongside the inhabitants of the country and Warsaw, what they may want to perceive and choose to forget. It remains to be seen whether they wish to become part of multicultural Europe and the globalized world, or would rather remain wed to the narrow-minded national communist ideal of an ethnolinguistically and confessionally homogenous Poland for ethnic Poles only, or Catholics who are monolingual in Polish, and prefer not to remember about any Yiddishland.²

For this essay Warsaw affords a useful lens through which to observe the past and (however tenuous) present of Yiddish culture and language. Both elements constitute the “raw material” from which Ashkenazim built their once vibrant country and civilization of Yiddishland, in spite of antisemitism and other prejudices stacked against them. This land never formally featured on any political map of Europe, though in present-day scholarship, the social, political, cultural, and economic reality of Yiddishland is widely acknowledged³⁴ and even evoked on some historical maps.⁵⁶ Warsaw, as the capital of Yiddishland, permits to brush away a whole dune of forgetting, so that a peek becomes possible at the typically unseen Jewish, but integral, half of this city.⁷ When readers have come to see what earlier used to be consigned to oblivion by World War II, the Holocaust and antisemitism, it is now their choice whether to act on this newly found awareness and embrace this previously repressed Yiddishland aspect of Polish or European past, or not.⁸ Their decision will have salient ramifications for Poland’s future, as the previous generations’ resolve to forget Yiddishland has had on the current readers’ present. Hopefully, in some small way, this essay can inform such a decision of import.

---

Ethnolinguistic nationalism and antisemitism

At the turn of the 20th century, but especially in the wake of the Great War, Central Europe was in the grip of rapid nation-making. In this part of the continent the nation was defined as a given language’s speech community. All the speakers of a specific language were seen as belonging to a single nation.\(^9\) Hence, in this view, all the speakers of the Polish language constituted the Polish nation, or those speaking German – the German nation.\(^10\) Following the breakup of Central Europe’s multi-ethnic (and poly-confessional) empires of Austria-Hungary, the Ottomans or Russia, the Allies provided such ethnolinguistic nations with their own nation-states. The Hungarians received independent Hungary, the Latvians – independent Latvia, or the Poles – independent Poland. When for economic and political reasons, a need appeared to house two ethnolinguistic nations in a single polity, as in the case of the Czechs and Slovaks in Czechoslovakia, they were proclaimed to be a single nation of Czechoslovaks, their two languages melded into the composite one of Czechoslovak.\(^11\)

In all this geopolitical commotion, following the long-standing European tradition of antisemitism, the Jews were forgotten, again. The “reason” was that in the wake of the French Revolution, religion was to become a person’s private matter across the “civilized world,” or the West. As a result, Jews – like Catholics, Muslims, Orthodox Christians, or Protestants – were


\(^10\) Because *Wortfolge* is a journal devoted to culture and history in the German-language countries, I need to comment on the old chestnut of the existence of the German-speaking nation-state of Austria. This case appears to fly into the face of the Central European norm of legitimate statehood that equates one language with one nation, and in turn with a single nation-state for such an ethnolinguistically defined nation. But this development must be viewed in the context of both world wars. The vast majority of interwar Austria’s German-speakers identified themselves as Germans, and collectively as part of the German nation. Most even disdained the idea of an Austrian nation, as imposed from outside by the victorious Allies. Yet, the exigencies of the postwar events after 1918 and 1945 effectively prevented the inclusion of the Austrians within the ethnolinguistically German nation, finally leading to the permanent rise of self-aware Austrian nation during the cold war period. Now, it is the Austrian territory and its history, not the German language, that define the Austrian nation (cf. Ernst Bruckmüller, *The Austrian Nation Cultural Consciousness and Socio-political Processes* (Ser: Studies in Austrian Literature, Culture, and Thought) (Riverside, CA: Ariadne Press, 2003).

apportioned to this or that nation on the basis of language, especially in Central and Eastern Europe. No nation-state was planned for Judaists, or confessors of the Jewish religion (Judaism), as none was founded specifically for Catholics or Muslims. Yet, time and again antisemitism derailed this Enlightenment program of simultaneous emancipation and (mainly ethno-linguistic) assimilation for Europe’s Jews. The Dreyfus affair (1894–1906) in France clearly showed that the powers that be de facto saw Frenchmen of the Jewish religion as insufficiently French in comparison to Catholic or Protestant Frenchmen. Likewise, Polish nationalists explicitly excluded Polish-speakers of the Jewish religion from the Polish nation, seeing them as incapable of being “true Poles,” as an inherently “foreign element,” despite the fact that they had lived alongside Polish-speaking Christians for a millennium.\(^\text{12}\) That is how strong the influence of the official status of inorodtsy (инородцы ‘aliens’, literally ‘born abroad’) for Russia’s Jews remained on the 19th–century Polish political thinking and national movement.\(^\text{13}\) Yet, all the constitutions of the Polish nation-state (founded in 1918) have invariably defined the Polish nations as all Polish citizens, irrespective of language, ethnicity (nationality), or religion.\(^\text{14}\)

**Yiddishland**

In 1900, out of the world’s 11 million Jews, 7.5 million lived in Central Europe. Around four-fifths of the latter number resided in the lands of the former Poland-Lithuania, or overwhelmingly in Russia’s Pale of Settlement and Austria-Hungary’s Galicia. Out of Central Europe’s Jews, 7.3 million Ashkenazim spoke Yiddish (‘Jewish German’), while the remaining 200,000 Sephardim – Spanyol (‘Jewish Spanish’). At the turn of the 20th century, Warsaw (Varshava in Russian, Warszawa in Polish), then located in the Russian Empire, with 219,000 Jews among its inhabitants, was the largest Jewish city in all of Europe. Ashkenazim accounted for a third of


the city’s inhabitants. In this statistics, Warsaw was followed by Budapest with 166,000 Jews, Vienna (147,000) and Odessa (139,000). Yet, Jews accounted only for a quarter of the Hungarian capital’s population and for less than a tenth of the inhabitants in the Austrian capital, though, like in Warsaw, for a third of the residents in the then Russian Black Sea city port of Odessa (nowadays, Odesa in Ukraine). Higher percentages of Jews among an urban population were observed in Vilna (41 percent) that currently serves as the Lithuanian capital of Vilnius, and in Salonika (56 percent), or present-day Greece’s second largest city of Thessaloniki. However, in the latter case, it must be remembered that these Jews were Sephardim, not Ashkenazim. The largest towns where Ashkenazim constituted a clear-cut majority of the population, included, Minsk (52 percent, now Belarus’s capital of Miensk), Iași (58 percent, Romania), Belostok (Białystok, 63 percent, nowadays in Poland), or Berdichev (Berdychiv, 78 percent, at present in Ukraine).15

The number of Jews in Warsaw grew from 7,000 (8 percent) in 1792 when the city still served as the capital of Poland-Lithuania, to 16,000 (19 percent) in 1816, or in the wake of the Napoleonic wars, when it became the regional capital of Russia’s “Congress” Kingdom of Poland. By 1864, numbering 73,000 (33 percent), Jews had added up to a third of Warsaw’s inhabitants. As then Russia’s third largest city,16 Warsaw attracted a lot of business and workers from across the empire’s western borderlands. Accordingly, the number of the city’s Jews grew fast to 99,000 (32 percent) in 1876, 136,000 (33 percent) in 1886, 210,000 (34 percent) in 1897, and subsequently by more than a half to 337,000 in 1914. Prior to the outbreak of the Great War, Jews reached the highest-ever share in the Warsovian population, at 38 percent.17,18

But from the perspective of the globe, at the same time, New York successfully “usurped” Warsaw’s position as the world’s largest Jewish

16 The ranking of Russia’s largest cities in 1900: St Petersburg (1.26m), Moscow (1m), Warsaw (0.68m), Odessa (0.4m), Łódź (today, Łódź in Poland, 0.3m), Riga (Riga, Latvia’s capital, 0.28m), Kiev (Kyiv, Ukraine’s capital, 0.25m). See: “Russia in 1900,” Spartacus Educational, accessed December 3, 2020, https://spartacus-educational.com/RUS1900.htm.
In 1880, already 80,000 Jews lived in this North American metropolis. The 1881 assassination of Tsar Alexander II led to a sudden spike in pogroms and antisemitic persecution (also in Warsaw), triggering an unprecedented wave of Jewish emigrants. In the following four decades and a half, 2.5 million Ashkenazim left Russia (and also Austria-Hungary) for the United States. New York’s Jewish population jumped eightfold to 600,000 in 1900. Hence, this city definitively took over Warsaw in the overall number of Jewish residents around the late 1880s. Yet, Jews as a community remained more visible in the latter city, because in 1900 they constituted only 17 percent of the New Yorkers. Soon, even this difference between Warsaw and New York began to blur. Prior to the outbreak of the Great War, already 1.3 million Ashkenazim lived in New York, accounting for a quarter of the city’s population.

The 1905 Revolution triggered democratization in the Russian Empire, alongside a certain relaxation of the program of Russification that had commenced, on a large scale, in European Russia in the 1880s. As a result, a space opened for the public use of other languages than Russian – including,
Yiddish – across the empire’s multi-ethnic western borderlands. The Yiddish-language press, politics, and Yiddish-medium schools developed rapidly. And again, Warsaw was at the forefront of these achievements.\textsuperscript{27} The Great War did not roll back the trends, but actually encouraged them. In 1915 the defeated Russian armies retreated from the empire’s western borderlands. In an unprecedented feat of the half-forced evacuation, the area’s administrators and elite were pulled back to the hinterland, together with a huge segment of the population, mostly Orthodox Christians, but not only.\textsuperscript{29} While the Orthodox population was evacuated ostensibly for their own safety, Jews – equated with the Germans through their Germanic language of Yiddish (or ‘Jewish German’) – were removed from the border area as a “security risk.”\textsuperscript{30} The incoming German and Austro-Hungarian occupation administrations, first of all, banned the use of Russian (and Cyrillic) in official capacity. Instead, Polish and German were introduced in this function, alongside the area’s local languages. In this manner, for the first time in history, Yiddish became an official language – side by side with Belarusian, Latvian and Lithuanian – in Germany’s semi-colony or semi-puppet state of Land Ober Ost (coterminal with the historical Grand Duchy of Lithuania).\textsuperscript{31} Yet, in the interwar period, the co-official status of Yiddish was retained in 1924–1938 only in the quadrilingual Soviet Belarus, where also Belarusian, Polish, and Russian were employed in official use.\textsuperscript{32,33}

\textsuperscript{27} The first-ever Yiddish-medium secular Jewish schools opened in breach of tsarist bans in Mir (today in Belarus; 1898), Warsaw (1899) and Nesvizh (Niasviž, today in Belarus; 1900). Yet, the post-1905 democratization allowed for building a full-fledged network of such schools across the Pale of Settlement prior to the outbreak of the Great War. Their number multiplied under German occupation during this war (Elisa Schulman, \textit{A History of Jewish Education in the Soviet Union} (Ser: The Philip W. Lown Graduate Center for Contemporary Jewish Studies, Institute for East European Jewish Studies, Brandeis University, Vol. 4) (New York: KTAV Publishing House, 1971), 18–25.)


\textsuperscript{29} Peter Gatrell, \textit{A Whole Empire Walking Refugees in Russia during World War I} (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1999).


\textsuperscript{31} Cf. Sieben-Sprachen-Wörterbuch Deutsch / Polnisch / Russisch / Weißruthenisch / Litauisch / Lettisch / Jiddisch (Leipzig: Presseabteilung des Oberbefehlshabers Ost and Otto Spamer, 1918).


Between the two world wars, due to constant emigration, the number of Warsaw’s Jews remained largely unchanged, after the city became the capital of the newly founded Polish nation-state. Increasing antisemitism, together with the deepening lack of accommodation for the culture, languages and economic needs of Poles of the Jewish religion or extraction convinced many of them to leave en masse, be it to the Americas, Britain’s mandatory Palestine, or Western Europe. For instance, not a single Yiddish- or Hebrew-medium school was founded by the state in interwar Poland; the matter was left to the discretion of municipalities. In Warsaw, the municipality supported the Jewish schools, but the annual grant-in-aid was gradually reduced after 1927 until it was completely withdrawn in the school year 1934–1935, when antisemitism was openly accepted into the country’s politics and legislation. Yet, across interwar Poland, in 1921, Jews constituted the majority of the urban population in the east of the country (today’s south-eastern Lithuania, and western Belarus and Ukraine), the plurality of the urban inhabitants in the center (present-day eastern Poland), and the second largest ethnic group of city and town dwellers in western Poland (today’s central Poland). In the late 1930s, indiscriminate beatings of Jews, targeted destruction of Jewish property, exclusion of Jews from universities and from practicing law or medicine became a new antisemitic norm.
To many observers, the scale of violence approached the threshold of a civil war.\textsuperscript{45}

Still during the Great War, in memory of the giant of Yiddish letters, Yitskhok Leybush Peretz (1852–1915), who had died a year earlier, in 1916, sixty Yiddish writers and journalists established an Association of Jewish Writers and Journalists in Warsaw (אצꟜꟙꟚ꟦ꟙꟐꟜꟜꟐꟜꟑꟜ꟔ꟐꟕꟘꟛ꟟꟔ꟜꟜꟛ꟔꟔꟔ꟜꟜ꟔ꟙ꟔꟔ꟑ꟔꟔꟔ꟜꟜ꟔ꟕ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔ꟑ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔꟔Ƛ꟔꟔UTF-8编码
but not least, in the first half of the 20th century, Yiddish-language theater and film became a global business with New York and Warsaw as its main centers.52

In the wake of World War I, the number of Jewish Warsovians plummeted to 310,000 (33 percent) in 1921. Subsequently, it climbed back to 352,000 (30 percent) a decade later, before reaching 379,000 (29 percent) in 1939. However, the share of Jews among the Polish capital’s inhabitants steadily declined until the outbreak of World War II.53 Meanwhile, by 1940, the number of Jews had reached the mark of 2 million in New York.54 Comparatively speaking, this New York statistics better corresponded to all Poland’s Jews. By the declaration of the Jewish religion, in 1931, 3.1 million Jews lived in Poland, though from the perspective of language this translated into 2.5 million Yiddish- and 240,000 Hebrew-speakers,55 the rest being speakers of Polish, alongside German and Russian.56

Katastrofe

In September 1939 the forces of the allied totalitarian powers of Germany and the Soviet Union launched a two-pronged onslaught on Poland, and thus commenced World War II. Warsaw found itself in Berlin’s zone of occupation. A year later, in the fall of 1940, the German authorities created a ghetto in the midst of Warsaw. Non-Jews were compelled to leave this area, while all the Jews of the Polish capital and the vicinity were forced into this designated area of isolation. Over 400,000 people

53 Polonsky, “Warsaw.”
55 Obviously, at that time, the declaration of Hebrew was rather political than actual in its character. Most nominal Hebrew-speakers continued speaking and writing in Yiddish or Polish, though many made the point of learning Hebrew in order to be able to hold a rudimentary conversation in this language. The choice of Hebrew emphasized their loyalty to the political program of Zionism, namely, to the aspiration of founding a Jewish nation-state in Palestine. In line with Central Europe’s norm of ethnolinguistic nationalism, they hoped to make Hebrew (not Yiddish) into the nation-state’s sole national and official language.
were crammed into this area’s mere three square kilometers, yielding the unbelievable population density of 138,000 inhabitants per square kilometer. By comparison, Tokyo’s busiest and most densely populated ward of Shibuya boasts 15,000 people per square kilometer, while the Philippine capital Manila, deemed to be the world’s most densely populated city, records a “mere” 42,000 inhabitants per square kilometer. (However, in India Mumbai’s slum of Dharavi suffers the staggering population density of 277,000 people per square kilometer.)

Given the vicious spike in prewar antisemitism, some naively believed that ghettos created by Germans would offer a modicum of Jewish state-hood or cultural autonomy in occupied Poland. Soon enough, nazi ghettos turned out to be an instrument for robbing and gathering Jews for the purpose of their ultimate extermination. Warsaw was truncated into two cities. Roughly half of the population lived in the Yiddish-speaking ghetto, facing the increasingly undeniable reality of the Holocaust. Meanwhile, the other – “gentile” and Polish-speaking – half enjoyed relatively “normal” life, and mostly chose to turn a blind eye to what was going on in the ghetto.

Prior to the final liquidation of the Warsaw Ghetto in 1943, the remaining Jews staged an unexpected uprising, which the majority of gentile Warsawians chose not to notice. The ghetto was razed to the ground, while its inhabitants perished in the death camps of Treblinka and Majdanek. Escapees from closely watched train transports could not count on gentiles’

63 Jan Błoński, Biedni Polacy patrzą na getto (Cracow: Wydawnictwo Literackie, 2013).
help. Such Christian help for those in need was a rare, and often traumatic, occurrence. In most cases, Catholic Polish co-citizens preferred to “hunt down” Polish co-citizens of the Jewish religion, motivated by the German occupation authorities’ normalization of antisemitism and also by paltry pecuniary rewards that the Germans offered.

In the following year of 1944, the Catholic Warsovians organized their own uprising. They hoped to liberate the Polish capital in time for welcoming to the city the rapidly advancing Red Army. But the Soviets bided their time on the opposite bank of the Vistula, allowing the Germans to squash the uprising and to level Warsaw. Eerily, in this planned and thorough destruction, the Catholic Warsaw suffered a fate similar to the Warsaw Ghetto (obviously, less extermination). The Germans emptied the destroyed city of its population, who were subsequently herded into concentration camps.

Has the twin fate of both Warsaws taught the surviving Catholic inhabitants a lesson enough? Unfortunately, not. Holocaust survivors were not welcomed back to their hometowns. Catholic neighbors had already taken over their houses and seized movable property, on the assumption that not a single Jew would survive the Katastrofe. Instead, survivors were beaten, chased away and often murdered in cold blood. Jewish children who survived in Catholic families were released to their kin or co-ethnics

---

often only at a hefty payment. Some Catholic “neighbors” would not leave even the Jewish dead in peace, and instead dug and panned ashes for gold and money in former extermination camps and around them. Unfortunately, after World War II, the pattern of such antisemitic violence against Holocaust survivors was repeated all over formerly German-occupied Europe, including Paris. The Kielce Pogrom of 1946 constituted a shock that convinced many Holocaust survivors to leave Poland. Others decided to move west to the German territories east of the Oder-Neisse line, which at the Postdam Conference, the wartime Allies had granted to Poland. It was decided to build a Jewish Autonomous Region, a socialist Yishuv (כּוּנֶה or osiedle ‘settlement’ in Polish), in the south of Lower Silesia, on the border with Czechoslovakia. But as early as 1948, this dream also vanished into the thin air. Communist Poland was to be a nation-state for ethnic – Polish-speaking and Catholic – Poles only. Poles of the Jewish religion were to blend in, especially to forget Yiddish and to learn how to speak and write “proper Polish.” No emigration was allowed, the country’s frontiers militarized and effectively sealed. An increasingly paler shadow of the Lower Silesian Yishuv survived
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until the late 1960s.\textsuperscript{86} When, in the course of de-Stalinization, relative openness set in during the latter half of the 1950s, many Poles of the Jewish religion or extraction decided to use this rare opportunity to leave Poland.\textsuperscript{87} Meanwhile, Yiddish-language libraries and lending sections were liquidated and their holdings pulped.\textsuperscript{88} A decade later, in 1968, the Polish government took the decision to bolster its legitimacy by embarking on the ethnic cleansing of the country’s “remaining Jews” (\textit{Syjoniści},\textsuperscript{89} literally ‘Zionists’) even if they maintained that they were Poles, did not attend synagogue and no longer knew any Yiddish.\textsuperscript{90} It was the communist-cum-national Polish authorities’ prerogative to establish who was a “Jew,” “non-Pole,” or “alien” that needed to be summarily expelled.\textsuperscript{91}

After the Katastrofe, for a while Warsaw appeared to be a kind of safe haven for Yiddishland. The Polish capital was home to the then world’s largest Yiddish-language publishing house, namely, the Yidish Bukh (יידיש בוק). In 1956, the period of de-Stalinization, known as the Thaw, brought national communists to power, heralding the dusk of “non-Polish” Jewish organizations. The aforementioned publishing house was finally liquidated in the course of the 1968 antisemitic ethnic cleansing.\textsuperscript{92} Ironically, the hallmark of communist Poland’s book industry was the sought-for \textit{Wielka encyklopedia powszechna PWN} (PWN Great Universal Encyclopedia).\textsuperscript{93} It was none other than Adam Bromberg (1912–1993), who conceived of
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this multivolume reference. Between 1956 and 1969, he headed the PWN (Państwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, State Scientific Publishing House), and made it into the biggest publishing house in communist Poland. For all these achievements, Bromberg was imprisoned and later expelled from Poland as a Jew in the course of the 1968 ethnic cleansing. The main ideological accusation was that he allowed for presenting the Holocaust of Jews in this encyclopedia as an event in its own right, rather than toed the communist authorities’ dogma that nazi Germany had been murdering Jews as a mere part of the plan to exterminate all the Poles. Bromberg and his family received political asylum in Sweden, where they founded a successful Brombergs bokförlag (Bromberg Publishing House). The company made its fortune by publishing the Swedish translations of Isaac Bashevis Singer’s Yiddish-language novels and short stories. Serendipitously, Bromberg discovered Singer for Swedish readers before the latter received a Nobel Prize in Literature in 1978.

And what now?

Both, Singer and Bromberg, were fellow Yiddish-speaking Warsovians (Varshe). None has been appreciated in Poland as they should. In 1935 Singer left Warsaw for New York, just in time to escape the Holocaust. However, he never left Yiddishland. Singer just moved from this invisible country’s old capital to the new one. In Poland he is considered to be an American writer, Singer’s Polishness still denied to him even posthumously. The Yiddish-speaking Varshe of Singer and Bromberg is
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forgotten, pushed out from the memory of the present-day Warsovians. Communist and anti-communist Polish-Catholic nationalists have won. Almost.

During the last decade or so, many open-minded young Poles-Catholics with an interest in history have been surprised to find out that in their localities Poles-Jews used to constitute a considerable percentage of the inhabitants prior to the Holocaust. The new generation misses their lost, forgotten, persecuted, expelled, murdered sisters and brothers, whose only crime was their Jewish religion, and a predilection for speaking and reading in Yiddish. Surviving Jewish activists welcomed this interest and decided to cater to it through a Jewish Open University (Yidish Efenen Universitet, or in Polish: Żydowski Uniwersytet Otwarty) that they founded in 2006. Isn’t the Yiddish language as much Polish in a cultural and historical sense as the Polish language itself? Why not to see the Jewish religion at long last to be on an equal footing with Catholicism in Poland, as actually time and again officially provided by the successive Polish Constitutions?

Between 2009 and 2011, the grassroots movement of about 30,000 users and contributors created a Virtual Shtetl website of Poland’s Jewish and Yiddish past that boasts over 80,000 entries. For a long time, the Jewish Theater (Yidisher Teater) in Warsaw (founded in 1950), was Poland’s main institution of Jewish and Yiddish culture surviving in Poland after the tragic antisemitic events of the 1968. Nowadays, this theater’s premises also house the Center for Yiddish Culture (ツェンטער פאר יידישער קאמעער, or in Polish: Centrum Kultury Jidysz) and the aforementioned Jewish Open University. Perhaps, the world’s best museum of Jewish culture and history located outside Israel is POLIN Museum of the History of Polish Jews (מוֹזֵי פּוֹיו לִיְדְשֶׁה במוזיאון ההיסטוריה של היהודים בפולין), which was founded in 2005 and opened its...
door to the public nine years later. Suitably, it is located on the territory of the former Warsaw Ghetto. In this manner, the museum brings back to the present monolingual Polish-speaking Warsaw the sounds, tastes, views, culture, language and history of the other half of the Polish capital, that is, the semi-forgotten Yiddish-speaking Varshe. At present, this museum curates the Virtual Shtetl website. Its Yiddish-language version – virtuel shtetl – facilitates the process of reacquainting the monolingual Polish Warszawa with its vaguely remembered Yiddish half. Furthermore, this website’s Yiddish version adds so much needed authenticity to the now less pale shadow of Varshe.

But is that sufficient? If Catholic Warsovians and other Poles really believe that Yiddish-Jewish and Polish-Catholic dimensions are the two inseparable sides of the same coin of the millennium-long Polish history, then it is high time for moving from the online e-world of illusions to Warsaw’s actual cityscape. As a first step in this process of recovering this suppressed Jewish past and identity of diverse Poland, full bilingual Yiddish-Polish signage could be seriously considered for unrolling across the territory of the former Warsaw Ghetto. Subsequently, this bilingual and bисриptal signage could be extended to other areas and streets associated with interwar Varshe. In this manner, such streets as krokhmalna / Krochmalna, nalewkes / Nalewki, or tlomatske / Tłomackie – immortalized in Isaac Bashevis Singer’s books on the multi-ethnic Warsaw – could at long last return to their city of origin, to where they rightfully belong. Warsaw as the capital of Yiddishland is already late with this initiative. In 1992, on the sad occasion of the 500th anniversary of the expulsion of Jews from Sicily, the Italian island’s communes pledged to celebrate Sicily’s multicultural past, including its Jewish and Arabic (Islamic) facets. As a result, a decade

107 Unfortunately, both Yiddish- and Hebrew-language content on Polin’s website is not distinguished, all confusingly tagged with the same abbreviation “HE,” which actually stands for “Hebrew.”
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ago, in Palermo’s old town the Italian-language street names received their counterparts in Hebrew and Arabic.\textsuperscript{112}

Should the Polish capital follow this laudable example, it would become more attractive to tourists who, prior to visiting Warsaw, often read Singer’s books or the famous Warsovian Polish-language writer, Bolesław Prus’s, sprawling novel \textit{The Doll} (1890),\textsuperscript{113} as a kind of introduction to the city. This novel portrays the late 19th-century Warsaw teeming with Polish-speaking Catholics, Jews, German-speaking Lutherans, students, French-speaking aristocrats, and imperial Russophone civil servants. Yiddish-language writers never forgot about the multi-ethnic and polyconfessional Warsaw, or Warszawa – וארשה – Варшава – Warschau – Varsovie.\textsuperscript{114} In communist Poland Polonophone-cum-Catholic homogeneity ruled supreme, including literature and culture. Symptomatically, nowadays it fell to none other than the ethnically Silesian\textsuperscript{115} writer, Szczepan Twardoch, to recover the Yiddish past of interwar Warsaw in his bestseller novels, \textit{Król}\textsuperscript{116} (\textit{The King of Warsaw}\textsuperscript{117}) and \textit{Królestwo} (The Kingdom).\textsuperscript{118,119} In 2020, Canal+ released an equally popular television series \textit{Król}, based on these two novels. This series’ protagonists speak in Polish, Yiddish, German, and Russian.\textsuperscript{120} The capital of Yiddishland is – however, tentatively – back in the midst of the multicultural European Union.
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Warszawa i jidysz:
o niegdyś największym europejskim mieście żydowskim

takiego centrum, dzieje jego zniszczenia podczas II wojny światowej oraz częściowego odrodzenia się centrum po roku 1945, a następnie jego zaniknięcia, które zostało przypieczętowane antysemicką czystką etniczną ostatnich polskich społeczności żydowskich w roku 1968. Dwadzieścia lat po upadku komunizmu, począwszy od przełomu pierwszej dekady XXI wieku, czyli w ciągu ostatniej dekady, wykształciła się nowa świadomość żydowskiego wymiaru kultury i historii Warszawy oraz Polski. Stanowi to szansę na nowe otwarcie, na przyjęcie i pełną akceptację kultury żydowskiej, jidysz i judaizmu jako nieodłącznych elementów polskiej kultury i historii. Historia i kultura tego kraju nie zostały stworzone wyłącznie przez katolików, jak błędnie twierdzą etnonacjonalisci, dlatego też niniejszy esej ma służyć jako korekta tego uprzedzenia naznaczonego przez alogiczny anachronizm polskiej narracji etniczno-nacjonalistycznej.
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Warschau und Jiddisch:
Einiges über die einst größte jüdische Stadt in Europa


Schlüsselwörter: ethnolinguistischer Nationalismus, Jiddisch, Sprachpolitik, Schriftpolitik, Warschau

Warsaw and Yiddish: Europe’s Once Largest Jewish City

Summary: Prior to the Katastrofe (Yiddish for ‘Holocaust’), Warsaw functioned as the world’s capital of Yiddishland, or the Ashkenazic civilization of Yiddish language and culture. In the terms of absolute numbers of Jewish inhabitants, at the turn of the 20th century, New York City surpassed Warsaw. Yet, from the perspective of cultural and political institutions
and organizations, Warsaw remained the center of Europe’s Jewish life. This article offers an overview of the rise of Warsaw as such a center, its destruction during World War II, and the center’s partial revival in the aftermath, followed by its extinction, which was sealed with the antisemitic ethnic cleansing of Poland’s last Jewish communities in 1968. Twenty years after the fall of communism, beginning at the turn of the 2010s, a new awareness of the Jewish facet of Warsaw’s and Poland’s culture and history has developed during the past decade. It is a chance for a new opening, for embracing Jewish culture, Yiddish and Judaism as inherent elements of Polish culture and history. This country’s history and culture was not created exclusively by Catholics, as ethnonationalists are wont to claim incorrectly. Hence, the essay is intended to serve as a corrective to this anachronistic preconception.
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